We implement self-consistent microscopic calculations in order to describe out-of-equilibrium nonlocal transport in normal metal-superconductor-normal metal hybrid structures in the presence of a magnetic field and for arbitrary interface transparencies. A four terminal setup simulating usual experimental situations is described by means of a tight-binding model. We present results for the self-consistent order parameter and current profiles within the sample. These profiles illustrate a crossover from a quasi-equilibrium to a strong non-equilibrium situation when increasing the interface transparencies and the applied voltages. We analyze in detail the behavior of the nonlocal conductance in these two different regimes. While in quasi-equilibrium conditions this can be expressed as the difference between elastic cotunneling and crossed Andreev transmission coefficients, in a general situation additional contributions due to the voltage dependence of the self-consistent order parameter have to be taken into account. The present results provide a first step towards a selfconsistent theory of non-local transport including non-equilibrium effects and describe qualitatively a recent experiment [Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 237003 (2006)].
I. INTRODUCTION
In addition to charge and spin, future electronic devices may also manipulate the non-local correlations allowed by quantum mechanics, known as entanglement. For instance a superconductor may be used as a source of Einstein Podolsky Rosen pairs of electrons 1, 2 . Local Andreev reflection 3 at a normal metal -superconductor (NS) interface is a process by which a spin-up electron incoming from the normal side is reflected as a spin-down hole while a pair is transferred into the superconductor: pairs of electrons penetrate the superconductor for an applied bias smaller than the gap (see Fig. 1a ). For an opposite applied voltage, the superconductor S emits correlated pairs of electrons into the normal metal N. Andreev reflection takes place in a coherence volume of size ξ 0 , the characteristic length associated to the superconducting gap ∆. Two separate normal electrodes connected to a superconductor within a distance of order ξ 0 may thus be coupled by "non-local" or "crossed" Andreev processes 1,2,4−30 (CAR, see Fig. 1b ). On the other hand another type of non-local process may take place. Electrons can also tunnel across the superconductor from one normal electrode to the other. This normal tunneling has been called 7 "elastic cotunneling" (EC) in analogy to similar processes taking place in Coulomb blockaded quantum dots 31 .
Motivated by the possibility of creation of non-local coherent states by means of CAR processes, several experiments have been performed recently 4, 5, 6 on superconducting structures connected to normal or ferromagnetic metallic electrodes. Depending on the type of S/N interfaces, geometry and range of parameters, different behaviors of the non-local conductance or resistance have been observed.
According to lowest order perturbation theory 7 in the tunnel amplitudes, EC and CAR have the same transmission coefficient, once an average over the Fermi wave- length scale or over disorder is carried out. Since an opposite charge is transmitted by EC and CAR, it is deduced that the non-local conductance vanishes in this limit. A finite non-local signal may be restored by higher order tunneling processes 8, 9, 10 or by Coulomb interactions 11 . Moreover, out-of-equilibrium effects may play an important role on the non-local transport as was suggested in Ref. 14 for a superconducting quantum dot and in Ref. 15 for normal electrodes connected to a three dimensional superconductor.
Experimental data on the other hand are still not well understood. In particular the experiment of Ref. 5 on a planar NISIN structure (where I stands for an insulating barrier) has provided unexpected experimental evidence for a non-local signal dominated either by EC or by CAR depending on the value of the applied bias. Also importantly, this experiment 5 has shown a suppression of the non-local signal when an external magnetic field, much smaller than the critical one, was applied. Other experiments on NSN hybrid structures provide evidence for charge imbalance effects as the voltage approaches the temperature-dependent gap value 6 and in a temperature window close to the superconducting critical temperature 4 . Although non-local transport in SN structures has been addressed theoretically by several works in recent years, none of these provide a full self-consistent model for describing the superconducting order parameter, the current profile and the non-local conductance of the S region, as well as the magnetic field dependence of these quantities.
To bridge this gap, we analyze here a NISIN planar structure using a microscopic model which we solve selfconsistently in order to obtain the current profile inside the superconductor in the presence of an applied voltage and magnetic field. To adequately represent a nonlocal transport measurement setup in the self-consistent calculation it is important to include additional superconducting leads which allow to remove from the sample the injected current (see Fig. 2 ). This implies a substantial difference with conventional "two terminal" measurements, for which the current is the same on both leads. A two-terminal situation would be recovered by removing the superconducting leads.
An important parameter characterizing an actual experimental situation is the value of the transparency for the barriers connecting the superconductor with the normal electrodes. Although this parameter is difficult to be controlled in experiments the available data correspond to very different ranges as it was pointed out in Ref. 30 . Within our model it is possible to study nonlocal transport for arbitrary interface transparency, applied bias and external magnetic field. This allows us to analyze the crossover from a quasi-equilibrium situation at low barrier transparency to the case of strong nonequilibrium for high transparency and finite voltages. In agreement with previous works 8, 23 , we find that increasing barrier transparency leads to a dominance of EC over CAR transmission in the non-local conductance. We also show that an applied magnetic field does not modify the balance between EC and CAR. The value of the EC and CAR transmission coefficients increases upon application of voltage or magnetic field (positive magnetotransmission). For simplicity we do not take into account in the present work the effect of Coulomb interactions, although it has been realized that they can play an important role for the case of low barrier transparencies 11, 16 . We also restrict our analysis to the ballistic case at zero temperature.
In addition to providing insight into the gap and current profiles in the superconducting region, our work demonstrates that a description of non-local transport in terms of linear relations involving the EC and CAR transmission coefficients only makes sense in a quasiequilibrium situation when either the transparency of the S/N interfaces or the bias voltage is low. If the superconductor is driven far from the equilibrium situation this description breaks down, and the resulting non-local conductance and resistance deviate considerably from their values in equilibrium. This case corresponds to the experimental situation of Ref. 6 where the non-local resistance was measured for currents close to the critical one. Within our model we are able to obtain the observed change of sign of the non-local resistance as a function of the injected current 6 . In particular we demonstrate that this change of sign is related to the suppression of the local conductance and not due to the dominance of CAR over EC processes.
The article is organized as follows. In the next Sec. II we describe the model for a multiterminal NSN structure based on a tight-binding Hamiltonian with a local pairing which will be determined self-consistently. We also give details on how the electronic and transport properties of this model are obtained with the help of nonequilibrium Green functions. In Sec. III we present results for the behavior of the complex order parameter and the current profiles in the presence of an applied magnetic field, applied voltage and different values of the barrier transparency. We also analyze the behavior of the non-local conductance for both the quasi-equilibrium and non-equilibrium regimes. Concluding remarks are provided in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL FOR A MULTITERMINAL NSN STRUCTURE
We consider a superconducting region whose thickness is much smaller than the coherence and the London penetration lengths. This region is connected to four electron reservoirs as shown in Fig. 2 .
We describe the central superconducting region by means of a tight-binding model on a square lattice:
The variable ∆ k in Eq. (1) is the superconducting order parameter at site k and a summation over pairs of neighboring sites k, l is carried out in the kinetic term. In order to take into account the effect of a magnetic field B = rotA one should introduce a phase in the hopping elements
where A(r) is the vector potential, and φ 0 = h/e is the flux quantum. In the following the magnetic field will be measured in terms of φ/φ 0 , i.e. the total flux through the central region in units of φ 0 . Disorder could be introduced in the form of an on-site random potential on each tight-binding site. We use the notations R x = N a 0 and R y = M a 0 for the dimensions of the lattice, where a 0 denotes the lattice spacing. The central superconducting region is connected at the left to the normal electrode N b and at the right to the normal electrode N a . In order to model a real experimental situation for non-local transport we connect the top and bottom of the central region to superconducting reservoirs (see Fig. 2 ) by highly transparent interfaces. Thus, a current injected through the left interface can flow into these reservoirs. The leads, both the normal and superconducting, are described by independent one dimensional wires connected to each of the lateral sites of the central superconducting region. By varying the hopping terms t a and t b connecting the central region to the normal leads one can control the interface transparency T N between 0 and 1. The hopping parameter in the rest of the system is assumed to have the same value t.
Calculational Methods
The transport properties of this model can be conveniently expressed in terms of the retarded G r , advanced G a and Keldysh G +− Green functions, which are matrices in the Nambu space and depend on two site labels k, l.
The Nambu representation of the central region Hamiltonian takes the form
where t kl is restricted to first neighbors and was defined in Eq. (2). The advanced and retarded Green functions are obtained from a recursive algorithm. To this end we divide the central square lattice into layers along the y direction which we label by an index n (1 ≤ n ≤ N ). We denote bŷ G a n,n the Nambu advanced Green function projected on the sites corresponding to the n layer. This is obtained asĜ
where the recursions take the form
with the boundary conditionsĝ L 0 =ĝ R N +1 = (i/t)Î, corresponding to the uncoupled normal wires in the wide band approximation. In the recursive equations
, is the local self-energy on the n layer andT n,n±1 contains the hopping elements connecting neighboring layers. In the last expression we have introduced the usual Pauli matrices in Nambu spaceσ z andσ x . The dependence on energy ω is implicit in the Green functions in Eqs. (4)- (6) . The Green function connecting two arbitrary layers n and m can then be obtained from the relationsĜ a n,m =Ĝ a n,m−1Tm−1,mĝ R m or G a n,m =Ĝ a n,m+1Tm+1,mĝ L m . In the absence of voltage applied on electrode N b , the Keldysh Green function of the superconductor takes the equilibrium form
where n(ω) is the Fermi distribution function with zero chemical potential. When a voltage V b is applied on electrode N b the Keldysh Green function of row n is given 
where
with (assuming zero temperature)
The pairing amplitude in the superconductor is set by the anomalous component of the Keldysh Green function given by Eq. (8). Self-consistency equations at each site k take the form
where λ is the strength of the attractive electron-electron interaction. This is chosen in order to obtain the same gap parameter ∆ 0 as in the upper and lower superconducting leads in equilibrium conditions. Eq. (12) is iterated until self-consistency is achieved. The self-consistent gap, the current flow in the superconductor and the nonlocal conductance are then evaluated. The current flowing from site k to site l is given by
A stringent test of self-consistency is provided by current conservation at each site of the central region because current is conserved only once self-consistency is verified 32 . The non-local conductance can be computed as
is the total current flowing to electrode N a in response to voltages V a and V b on electrodes a and b. We use here V a = 0, as in available experiments 4, 5, 6 . The notation a p (b q ) is used for the site at the right (left) interface formed by the superconductor and the normal channel p (q), while α p (β q ) are used for the counterpart in the superconductor (see Fig. 2 ). In quasi-equilibrium conditions, i.e. when the variation of the self-consistent order parameter with V b is negligible, the non-local conductance can be written as
where the EC and CAR transmission coefficients in the present model are given by
The sum over p and q in Eqs. (15) and (16) corresponds to a sum over all one dimensional transverse channels in the normal electrodes. As mentioned above, the parameters t a and t b are the hopping amplitudes connecting electrodes N a and N b to the superconductor. 
III. RESULTS
A. Self-consistent gap, phase and current profiles
As a first step it is instructive to analyze the behavior of the complex order parameter which is obtained from the self-consistency Eq. (12). In order to be able to accurately describe the spatial variations with a reasonable computational cost we fix ∆ 0 /t = 0.1, which roughly corresponds to a coherence length ξ 0 ≃ 7a 0 . The system sizes that we consider in this work correspond typically to R x , R y ∼ 12 − 30 a 0 but in some cases we use R x up to 60a 0 and R y up to 40a 0 .
The profile of the self-consistent order parameter amplitude (gap) at zero voltage and zero magnetic field is shown on Fig. 3 for a low (T N = 0.04) and a high (T N = 0.64) values of the interface transparencies. As can be observed the gap is reduced at the contacts with the normal leads due to the inverse proximity effect. This gap suppression becomes stronger as the interface transparency increases. There is also a slight suppression on the contacts with the upper and lower superconducting reservoirs which appears due to its deviation from an ideal interface. On the other hand, in equilibrium and for sufficiently large system size the gap in the middle of the central superconducting region is close to its value in the reservoirs. One can also notice that the gap profiles exhibit small ripples along certain directions, which in the case of a square region (R x = R y ) correspond to the diagonal lines. These ripples reflect the ballistic character of our model which leads to constructive interference along semi-classical trajectories (for a discussion see Appendix).
An applied voltage on the left electrode N b leads to several modifications in the order parameter profiles. This is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 for system sizes R x = 12a 0 and R x = 30a 0 . First, there is a reduction in the average gap value due to depairing effects. This reduction is more pronounced near the contact where the current is injected. It is interesting to note that for the short system and high transparency [panel (b) in Fig. 4 ] the average gap becomes smaller than the applied voltage for V b /∆ 0 = 0.9. In contrast for samples with R x sufficiently large compared to the coherence length, the overall gap profile is less sensitive to the applied voltage even for high transparency [panel (b) in Fig. 5 ]. Secondly, the application of a finite voltage V b leads to a smooth drop of the phase of the order parameter along the x direction [panels (d)-(f) in Fig. 4 and (c)-(d) in Fig. 5 ]. As can be observed this is accompanied by a phase gradient in the y direction which changes sign at the midpoint y = R y /2.
The properties of the self-consistent solution can be understood more physically by analyzing the current profiles. These are shown in the lower panels of Figs. 4 and 5. As a general remark, the profiles illustrate how the injected current from the left electrode gradually leaks to the upper and lower superconducting electrodes. As expected, the amount of current reaching the right normal lead is controlled by the barrier transparency, the applied voltage and the system size. For sufficiently large system size one can clearly appreciate an exponential suppression of the injected current on the ξ 0 scale [panels (e) and (f) in Fig. 5] . In addition the current profiles in the case of the larger system exhibit some structure along the lines y = x and y = R y − x which can be associated with the already mentioned ripples appearing in the gap profiles.
In the presence of applied voltage and magnetic field the phase profile becomes more complex with a modulation both in the x and y directions. As shown in Fig. 6 this is associated with the appearance of currents along the y direction which tend to screen the applied field. These currents are essentially superimposed to the pro- file arising from the injected current through the left electrode. On the other hand, for this range of parameters the effect of the magnetic field on the amplitude of the order parameter corresponds to a uniform reduction (not shown here). The superposition of injected and screening currents can be clearly observed in the evolution of the current profiles for increasing values of the magnetic field, shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the cases R x = 12a 0 and R x = 30a 0 respectively. These plots correspond to the case of high transparency (T N = 0.64) and high voltage (V b = 0.9∆ 0 ) for which the injected and screening currents have a similar size when φ/φ 0 ≃ 1. For a given total flux φ the screening currents are, however, smaller for the case of the shorter system due to the larger gap suppression induced by size effects and by the applied voltage.
B. Low bias non-local conductance
In this subsection we analyze the non-local transport properties in the regime eV b ≪ ∆ 0 . As discussed in the section on calculational methods the non-local conductance in quasi-equilibrium conditions can be decomposed into EC and CAR contributions, given by Eqs. (15) and (16) . These two contributions cannot be disentangled in experiments, but theoretically it is convenient to analyze them in a separate way, especially in the case of low transparency tunnel barriers where the two contributions nearly cancel in the non-local conductance 7 . The variation of the low bias EC and CAR transmis- sion coefficients with barrier transparency T N is shown on Fig. 9 . We find it convenient to represent in this figure the quantities F EC (T N ) and F CAR (T N ) defined as
This normalization allows to analyze the variation of T EC and T CAR beyond the dominant ∼ T 2 N dependence which is common to both coefficients. As can be observed, transmission of electrons dominates over crossed Andreev processes for highly transparent interfaces while they become almost equal in the T N → 0 limit. This is an effect previously discussed in literature 7, 8 which is not modified significantly in our self-consistent calculation.
It is also interesting to analyze the dependence of the EC and CAR coefficients on the superconductor length R x . This is illustrated in Fig. 10 . We choose to represent in this figure only T EC as T CAR exhibits the same distance behavior. We find that except for tiny fluctuations at certain values of R x the normalized transmission coefficients follow an exponential decay with sample dimensions of the type T (R x ) ∼ exp (−2R x /ξ ef f ), where ξ ef f is an effective coherence length which is sensitive to the applied voltage and magnetic field. As shown in panel (a) of Fig. 10 , the effective coherence length is also sensitive to the transverse dimension R y , increasing slightly as R y increases. From Fig. 10a we can estimate the values of ξ ef f . The coherence length for R y = 15a 0 is ξ ef f ∼ 7a 0 , while for R y = 25a 0 is ξ ef f ∼ 8.8a 0 . The increase of ξ ef f by increasing R y is due to the enhancement of the inverse proximity effect which reduces the average gap in the S region.
On the other hand, panel (b) on Fig. 10 illustrates the increase of ξ ef f when a magnetic field is applied. The coherence length for φ/φ 0 = 0.6 is 20 % larger than for φ/φ 0 = 0, which again can be associated to the reduction of the average gap, now due to the depairing effect of the applied magnetic field.
As can be more clearly observed for low transparency, the transmission coefficients show small fluctuations around R x ≃ pR y , with p being an integer. This is another feature associated with the ballistic character of our model as it is discussed in the Appendix. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the flux dependence of the EC and CAR transmission coefficients. We find that this dependence can be fitted as
where φ * /φ 0 is roughly of order unity. For instance, the same value φ * /φ 0 = 1.35 ± 0.05 for the EC and CAR transmission coefficient is obtained within error-bars for the data on Fig. 11 .
C. Non-local conductance at arbitrary bias
At arbitrarily large bias the non-local conductance cannot be obtained from Eq. (14) with the transmission coefficients defined by Eqs. (15) and (16) as it contains contributions due to the voltage dependence of the selfconsistent order parameter in the S region. More generally it can be computed directly as ∂I a /∂V b .
The upper panels of Fig. 12 illustrate the behavior of G a,b at arbitrary bias for a system size (R x , R y ) = (14a 0 , 20a 0 ) and two different values of the normal transparency T N . For small T N the non-local conductance exhibits a abrupt jump for eV b ∼ ∆ 0 . In this limit G a,b is well described by Eq. (14) [see inset in panel (a)] which is a consequence of having a quasi-equilibrium situation in the whole voltage range. This is also reflected in the magnetic field dependence which remains similar to the one found at low bias. In contrast, for high transparency non-equilibrium effects manifest in several features of the non-local conductance. For instance one can clearly notice that the jump associated to the gap appears at lower voltage bias (Fig.12 b) . Also, as shown in the inset, the actual value of G a,b deviates from the one calculated from Eq. (14) . Finally, it is found that the magnetic field at voltages ∼ ∆ 0 reduces the non-local conductance, i.e. it has the opposite effect to the one found at low bias.
In order to make contact with existing experiments it is also interesting to analyze the behavior of the non-local resistance, defined as
where G a,a and G b,b denote the local conductances at each interface and G a,b and G b,a are the non local con-ductances. The later take approximately the same value under quasi-equilibrium conditions, but they are in general different due to the voltage dependence of the superconducting order parameter. Eq. (20) is valid provided that the induced voltage V a is very small and under the assumption that the current voltage relations can be linearized around the voltage V b under consideration. The corresponding results are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 12 . While R a,b is almost constant in the region of small voltages it exhibits a high increase around the self-consistent gap.
Even stronger non-equilibrium effects are found when increasing the transverse dimension R y and for higher values of the normal transparency T N at the b side while maintaining at a at low values. In that case most of the injected current flows into the superconducting electrode and one can obtain an abrupt jump in R a,b from positive to negative for V b of the order of the self-consistent gap 33 . The origin of this change of sign can be understood from the results in Fig. 13 where the local and non-local conductances are plotted for different values of R x (upper panels). As can be observed, the local conductances exhibit a decrease for voltages approaching the self-consistent gap. This decrease can even lead to a negative local differential conductance which arises due to the fact that the injected current can become larger than the maximum supercurrent that can leak into the superconducting electrode. A similar effect was described in Ref. 34 . This effect is reduced by increasing the length R x .
As a consequence of the suppression of the local conductances there exists a voltage window where one can have G a,b G b,a > G a,a G b,b which, according to Eq (20) , leads to a change of sign in the non-local resistance. It is worth emphasizing that this change of sign is not related to a change of sign of G a,b and therefore not associated to a possible dominance of CAR over EC processes. These results are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data of Ref. 6. We plot in the lower panels of Fig. 13 the variation of R a,b as a function of V b . One can observe that the abrupt change of sign in R a,b reduces its amplitude and shifts towards higher voltages as R x increases. The shift corresponds to the increase of the critical current of the central region which grows linearly with R x , an effect which is not present in the data of Ref. 6 as it corresponds to a somewhat different geometry. Moreover, while our calculations have been performed in the voltage biased case, the experiments of Ref. 6 correspond to a current biased situation. Thus, the regions of negative differential conductance could not be explored. However, the regions with negative R a,b shown in the lower panels of Fig. 13 would be observable, since the sign change of R a,b is related to the condition G a,a G b,b < G a,b G b,a rather than to the change of sign of G b,b . In fact, we have checked that the change of sign of R a,b takes place outside the regions with negative G b,b . 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented self-consistent model calculations for describing a typical experimental setup to measure non-local transport in nanoscale superconductors connected to normal electrodes. An important ingredient in these calculations is the inclusion of the superconducting leads which drain the current injected into the nanoscale region.
We have found that this system exhibits a rich variety of behaviors controlled by several parameters. One can distinguish two limiting cases: the quasi-equilibrium regime in which the superconducting order parameter depends only weakly on the applied voltage and the strong non-equilibrium case where this dependence cannot be neglected. In these two regimes the non-local conductance exhibits a quite different behavior. In quasiequilibrium conditions G a,b can be expressed as the difference between T CAR and T EC . We have shown that T EC becomes larger than T CAR for increasing transparency, and that both decay exponentially with the system size R x . Moreover we have shown that both coefficients increase under an applied magnetic field.
In the case of strong non-equilibrium a simple expression of G a,b as the difference between T CAR and T EC is no longer possible. The voltage dependence of the selfconsistent order parameter introduces an additional con-tribution to the non-local conductance. We have also found that even the local conductance can be strongly modified by non-equilibrium effects. The effects on these two quantities lead to a non-local resistance which may exhibit a strongly non-monotonous behavior as a function of the injected current including a sign change for sufficiently large transparency.
As a final remark we would like to comment the possible connection between the present model calculations and the existing experiments on non-local transport. As mentioned in the introduction, basically three different experiments have been performed so far. They correspond to different geometries and to different materials. The size of the junctions transparency can also change enormously from one experiment to the other. It is thus not possible to infer general conclusions from these results. In the case of the experiment of Ref. 5 the authors claim to have junctions with a extremely small transparency ∼ 10 −5 which would warrant the quasi-equilibrium conditions in the subgap voltage range. The results of the present work, corresponding to a noninteracting theory, would not be able to describe that experiment. In particular our results predict an increase of the non-local conductance with magnetic field in contradiction with the experimental observations. As stated in a previous work by some of the authors 11 , interactions mediated by the electromagnetic modes may play an important role in that experimental situation. It was also conjectured 16 that disorder may play a role when associated to phase fluctuations.
On the other hand, the experimental results of Ref. 6 clearly correspond to the strong non-equilibrium situation described in the present work. Even when our model geometry does not fully correspond the their experimental setup the behavior of the non-local resistance as a function of the injected current shown in Fig.13 is very similar to the one found in this experiment. A closer comparison between theory and experiments would be desirable for further understanding of the observed features.
plified model for two values of R y . We find that the the EC and CAR transmission coefficients almost coincide for R x in between pR y and (p + 1)R y , where p is an integer. Pronounced oscillations are obtained when the dimensions of the superconducting region are such that R x /R y ≃ p. Again these effects are a consequence of interferences along semi-classical trajectories in this ballistic integrable model. In the same way, one could use these approximate Green functions in a self-consistent calculation to show that the ripples in the self-consistent gap (see e.g. Fig.23 ) have a similar origin.
